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Saaed Association of Prevention of Traffic Crashers has developed 

a curriculum effective work to promote community awareness 

of traffic safety rules and adhered to both by pedestrians or 

motorists through highlight clearly the importance of reducing 

traffic accidents.

Where that community awareness of the rules of traffic safety 

rate began to increase among the different segments of society, 

which contributed to the decline in accidents at a great rate

And operate effective methodology Saaed Association achieve 

the main objective of lifting the state of traffic awareness 

among different segments of society to reach a society free of 

accidents.

The Assembly also depends on the methodology and 

comprehensive vision for volunteering traffic to promote the 

participation of all segments of society to provide support and 

assistance to official efforts in the field of traffic awareness, 

and are based in the implementation of its vision to achieve 

the ambitious goals include working to raise awareness of the 

importance of reducing traffic accidents, and build bridges of 

cooperation with the community institutions Civil to promote 

the developmental role of the Assembly, and cooperation 

with associations and clubs communities within the state to 

strengthen its role in educating citizens about the culture and 

laws of the State in the field of traffic safety.

 Community
 awareness of traffic

safety rules
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«Abu Dhabi Traffic» awarenss the drivers
The new speeds in the Western Region
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Abu Dhabi Traffic warns 
of the danger of the use 
self-balancing device on 
the roads from children

63% of traffic accidents 
committed by young 
people in Abu Dhabi 

during 10 months

Rumaithi Council 
confirms that traffic 

safety responsibility of all

24 thousand 
beneficiaries of traffic 

awareness lectures in 10 
months in Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi Police presented in
«GITEX» safe smart city technologies



 The motorcycle is the most dangerous thing in the street, where 
it›s small size, surprise Road users from between vehicles without 
having seen one, so the fear of which has become an obsession for 
those walking in street,

Is the driving motorcycles hobby practiced in accordance with 
the Principles and guidelines for countries that depends traffic rules 
and traffic system of the United Arab Emirates But some cyclists 
referred to the threat to road users, especially since modern models 
characterized by strength equivalent to that of some fast race cars? 
And it has become a passion for leadership pushes children to lead 
motorcycles serious manner both in the rapid public roads teeming 
with vehicles in the side or residential areas Without being aware of 
the seriousness of what teenager committed, especially since such 
frightening scenes, constantly tells stories that claimed the lives of, 
children and the people in the prime of their youth. And the culture 
of motorcycles crept into our communities in an indirect way, that 
movies and video clips over the Internet, and smart phone devices, is 
the first spark to ignite the priming serious bikes

And students always Comes to them mind strange ideas, they are, for 
example, Pray acrobatic scary in some streets across the motorcycle, 
without realizing the seriousness of what they are doing ... where that 
crazy bike speed over dirt streets may lose its owner to control, and 
often cause accidents collision victims are often children , especially 
since some bikes where additional servers for speed. Talking about 
cycling tops inside the walls of schools and classes, go up the pace of 
manic leadership during the winter,. And that many motorcycles and 
complex problems, and capture the minds of school students and 
the dispersion of focus in the study, as to comply with this hobby 
requires a commitment to security and safety requirements,

Traffic controls for bicycles in terms of traffic laws and clear Every 
bicycle is subject to registration fundamentalist in traffic circles and 
grant number allows its leadership in the street and there are powers 
to set cycling objectionable immediate sanctions and book.

With wishes for the safety of our children in their arrival and travels

Editor in Chief
Colonel / Jamal Salem Al Amrey 

The motorcycle dangerous
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Let your driving without traffic pointsحافظ عىل جاهزية مركبتك

Participated General Command of Abu 

Dhabi Police, through its platform at GITEX 

2015, introduced a range of projects and 

technologies that support future solutions for 

building smart cities safe.

Brigadier Engineer Hussain Ahmed Al Harthy, 
Director General of Central Operations at Abu 
Dhabi Police, said that this project comes within the 
framework of police driving directions to provide ways 
to ensure the leadership of present and future, and 
empower citizens and institutions to move forward in 
modernization and innovation to meet the challenges 
in its various forms, and overcome the obstacles 
that might hinder the Using the next generation of 
citizens, so as to ensure more stability and well-being 
of citizens, residents and visitors.

And the cost of supporting the high command, 
and its eagerness to improve the system of services 
in accordance with best international standards, 
pointing out that the Traffic and Patrols Directorate of 
Abu Dhabi Police will be displayed in this context, new 
technologies are monitored and management across 
systems intelligent traffic center to make the city of 
Abu Dhabi City safe smart, adding, that the center 
will collect data between the different systems of the 

General command of Abu Dhabi Police, and analyze 
data constantly to provide the best solutions up to 
the highest levels of efficiency and effectiveness in 
decision-making.

Center is linked to more than 25 different system, 
including smart towers system alert drivers on the 
highway through the changing e-mails, and system 
tuning Exceeders a red light, the system of traffic 
safety management, and system traffic accidents 
analysis, and system traffic awareness smart, and the 
system of re-building traffic accident that is being 
used in traffic accidents, serious planning and re-
photographed, which supports studies and analyzes, 
and system traffic accidents data management 
system and the electronic issuance of irregularities.

It should be noted that these techniques contribute 
to facilitate traffic flow and relieve pressure on the 
infrastructure of roads, public and the environment, 
and raise levels of traffic safety, pointing out that 
studies indicate the ability of smart traffic systems to 
improve the operational capacity of road networks by 
up to 30 percent.

Is the technical solutions used in the field of traffic 
safety, contribute to the elimination of the problems 
and traffic congestion by providing sophisticated 
methods to manage traffic realistically lead the flow 

 Abu Dhabi
 Police presented

 in «GITEX»
 safe smart city

technologies
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Keep your vehicle always readyلتكن قيادتك بدون نقاط مرورية

dramatically, and that 
by connecting the 
center of the traffic 
regulations range of 
modern technical 
devices.

The center solution 
integrated to deal with 
traffic problems and 
address them, through 
the distribution 
of official patrols 
and civilian patrols 
and police officers 
on the streets of 
the emirate, the 
classification of areas 
as communications 
and irregularities recorded by the on, and which areas 
need to intensify in the number of traffic patrols.

This comes integrated solution after that the Interior 
Ministry has launched several initiatives and projects 
to monitor opportunities for improvement and the 
requirements of the traffic work, and develop plans for 

projects development practices through the activation 

of the use of smart traffic systems, and coordination 

with the departments and institutions concerned 

roads and transportation when developing the criteria 

for selecting or developing traffic systems, In addition 

to the unification of traffic systems and integration.
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Speed is the main cause of most traffic accident

24 thousand beneficiaries of
 traffic awareness lectures in 10

months in Abu Dhabi

According to Colonel Jamal Salem Al Ameri, Executive 
Director of the Association, said that awareness 
lectures traffic focused on reducing mistakes 
committed by drivers, and reduce traffic accidents 
rate; and the resulting deaths and injuries seriously, 
in addition to the deployment and consolidation of 
traffic culture has been the focus, the most common 
reasons that lead to traffic accidents and offenses 
committed by drivers; and in order to increase the 
commitment to walk the law as part of endeavors 
to reduce the causes of traffic accidents, as part of a 
traffic safety strategy of Abu Dhabi Police.

Included awareness lectures display movies and 
pictures demonstration, traffic and distribution of 
publications, to raise awareness among drivers, and 
direct advice and guidance to them.

She urged helped drivers on all roads Association 
commitment speeds prescribed, and do not exceed 
in order to avoid traffic accidents, leading to deaths 

and serious injuries, warning drivers to the need to 
follow weather forecasts of climate change, which 
dominates the state in the coming days, and form fog 
and low visibility, and stressing the need to adhere 
to the safety distances between vehicles and increase 
relay distance and lack of overtaking and stand on the 
right shoulder out of the way with the operation of 
the warning lights.

It was noted that the owners of companies should 
not move the trucks and equipment during constitute 
a fog so as not to be subjected to the danger and avoid 
traffic violations, pointing out that the Directorate 
shall take the necessary measures to ensure traffic 
safety in the case of the atmosphere that block 
visibility to less than 50 meters, stopped traffic and 
traffic and private buses, trucks and all that threatens 
traffic safety, stressing the need to always be careful 
and pay attention.

Benefited about 24 thousand and 214 people from 251 lecture traffic awareness organized by the 
Traffic Directorate, in cooperation with helped Association to reduce traffic accidents, in the past nine 
months in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and targeted drivers public and private sectors, and truck drivers 
and heavy vehicles and taxis, as part of a priority to make roads safer and traffic safety strategy of Abu 
Dhabi Police.
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Follow traffic men signals evidence of traffic awareness

 Rumaithi Council confirms that
traffic safety responsibility of all

It called on the participants in the Council of 
the Ministry of Interior, which was hosted by HE 
/ Saeed Mohammed Khalaf Al Rumaithi at his 
home in Al Ain, entitled «civilized method for the 
use of the road», to promote traffic awareness 
culture among parents in particular, and various 
community groups in general about the cultural 
use of the road, and the need to and a commitment 
to abide by the laws of traffic and speed limits on 
the roads.

The Council has been established within the 
awareness councils organized by the Office of the 
culture of respect for the law, in cooperation with 
the Security Information Management, the General 
Directorate of the security assignment in the General 
Secretariat of the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister 
and Interior Minister, the media and management 
of Dr Abdul Rahman al-Shamiri, general manager 
and editor in chief of Al-Watan newspaper, and the 
whole the participants on the importance of school 
curricula positive behaviors for use by including the 
civilization of which enhances the traffic awareness 
culture among young people.

It was the review of the main causes of traffic 
accidents and violations that lead to the occurrence 
of such incidents, as well as causing Parkers during 
accidents, which are causing obstruction rescue the 
injured efforts, through the scramble to watch the 
incident, calling for the need to monitor the parents 
to their children, and advised them to abide by the law 

of traffic and speed limits and not driving recklessly 
recklessness and exposing them to traffic accidents, 
as well as not to allow children who do not hold a 
license to drive vehicles market, which exposes them 
to accidents and legal consequences.

Participants stressed that the traffic safety duty and 
responsibility where everybody participates, without 
exception, and therefore has to be a combination 
of government and private institutions all, and all 
members of the community›s efforts to urge drivers 
and pedestrians, especially young people to a sense of 
responsibility towards themselves and towards others; 
through their commitment to the law of traffic and 
speed limits on the internal and external roads.

Participants in the Council and the price of Traffic 
and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police›s efforts 
in promoting traffic culture through awareness 
campaigns organized by the year-round, through 
various means of direct communication such as 
councils, lectures and exhibitions, as well as the media 
in various channels of written and audio-visual and 
social networking sites, to raise public awareness 
various denominations.

At the end of the Council praised the hosts HE / 
Saeed Mohammed Khalaf Al Rumaithi, the efforts 
exerted by the Ministry of Interior to communicate 
with the different spectrums of society, stressing the 
need to support those efforts from all segments of 
society.
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Traffic systems are developed for your own safety, so, be bound by them

«By Security Media Lens»  

 «Abu Dhabi Traffic»
 awarness the drivers new

speeds in the Western Region
Intensified Traffic and Patrols 

Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police traffic 
awareness in the border Ghuwaifat 
port; in traffic awareness petrol stations 
on the road to Abu Dhabi - Ghuwaifat 
points, and areas where there drivers 
gathered on the road to educate them 
to amend the speed and the speed of 
radar tuning, starting from November 

15, 2015, thus contributing to the 
preservation of the safety of life and the 
smooth flow of traffic during the current 
expansion project for road engineering 
works.

According to head of the main roads in the 
Western Region passage, that the campaign 
organize in coordination with a number of 
government and private institutions and 
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Do not speed up the death faster

continue to the middle of next month, the date of 
application of the new speed.

  Where the main roads passing intensify control on 
the road will be to confirm the commitment of the 
new drivers› speeds in the three phases of the road, 
and work is underway to adjust the adjustable speed 
radars to keep pace with the new speeds for a foul of 
vehicles that exceed the speed limits on the road to 
the bridge of Al Dhafra Ghuwaifat.

It should be noted that the awareness campaign by 
educating road courses include the distribution of 
publications in the main languages coming drivers to 
the state and departing to educate them, and urged 
them to abide by the speeds prescribed and described 
the guidance paintings on the different ways that 
have been identified after thorough studies of the size 
of the traffic.

As it must to all companies operating in the field 

of transport and truck drivers need to educate their 

drivers to the new speeds, and urged them to adhere 

to the provision of safety.

The borders of the new speed previously announced, 

along the road from Abu Dhabi to Ghuwaifat, will be 

in three phases, the first starting at Ext Dhafra Bridge 

to Baynunah forests (distance is 176 / km to and fro) 

and the speed limit of 100 km / h, the speed adjust 

Radar along the road in the first phase by adding the 

sidelines of speed 121, and be speed limits along the 

road from the Baynunah forest to Braka in the range of 

120 km and the speed of the radar 141 set by adding 

the sidelines of speed, and be the third stage along the 

road of Braka to Ghuwaifat (distance is 64 / km back 

and forth), and the speed limit of 100 km / h and 121 

radar speed set by adding the sidelines of speed.
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Do not speed up the death faster

 63% of traffic accidents
 committed by young people in
Abu Dhabi during 10 months

Traffic and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police 
statistics revealed that the number of traffic accidents 
committed by young people in the age group of 18 
to 35 years, during the last nine months of this year; 
amounted to about 63% of the total traffic accidents, 
with a mortality of that class ratio of about 34% of 
the number of traffic accidents and deaths during 
the period in question; according to Brigadier Khamis 
Ishaq Mohammed, director of the Directorate of 
Traffic and Patrols at Abu Dhabi Police Acting

He reported that the main causes of accidents 
caused by sudden deviation that category and not 
leaving enough distance; and speed without taking 

into account road conditions and exceeded 
a red light, and the neglect and lack of 

attention and other reasons.

He explained that there 
are ongoing 

programs aimed at raising the level of traffic culture 
among young people, where the vast majority of 
driving license holders in Abu Dhabi from young 
people (aged between 18 to 30 years), they have 
accounted for 53.6% of the total license holders in 
the emirate.

He explained that the program has intensified its 
awareness across social networking and lectures at 
universities, educational institutions, networks, and 
organizing exhibitions to improve the behavior of 
young drivers and open channels of communication 
and dialogue with them, and urged them to abide 
by the law of traffic next to community outreach; 
through popular assemblies to activate the role 
of families and community risks of driving speeds 
redundant; and exceeded a red light and neglect and 
lack of attention, and not leaving enough distance 
and sudden deviation. He noted the application of 
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Seat your child in his/her assigned seat and fix safety

a comprehensive plan for traffic safety to reduce the 
offenses committed by young people; by increasing the 
number of radar and the development of control system 
Exceeders signal light, so as to achieve maximum traffic 
safety on the roads degrees and avoid traffic accidents 
grave, and the resulting deaths and injuries seriously.

Warned the Directorate of Traffic and Patrols manager 
at Abu Dhabi Police, Acting, of the serious consequences 
of driving at high speeds as a result of indiscretion 
and recklessness, or lack of awareness of the vehicle 
commander, the speed with which leads as a result of 
failure to monitor the speedometer; leading mostly 
to the inability to control the driver out and treated 
with emergency on the road conditions, as it reduces 
the accuracy of the estimate the distance due to lower 
areas of sight and not to see near objects in front of the 
car, pointing out that the squatters to speed the planned 
and on road signs be caught from radars and through 
traffic patrols and through SSI traffic.

Goodbye parents to control their children, and 
adherence to the law of traffic and speed limits and not 
driving recklessly and recklessness, and do not let those 
who do not hold a driving license to drive vehicles, for their 
own safety and others, noting that traffic safety is the 
duty and responsibility where each of us share, without 
exception, must be concerted efforts all institutions and 
all members of society to urge drivers and 
pedestrians, especially young people to 
be responsible towards themselves 
and towards others through their 
commitment to the law.

Brigadier Khamis Ishaq
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Do not seat children below ten in front seats

 Activate
 the decoder
 mortgage
 vehicles

electronically
The Ministry of the Interior to activate the 

services and dismantling of mortgage foreclosure 
vehicles through an integrated electronic system 
as of early October.

The system›s electronic smart services mechanisms 
and drivers license, and other intelligent services 
provided by the Ministry of Interior aims to raise 
customer satisfaction rates and strengthen the trust 
of the community, and access rates of the use of 
smart services by dealers by 80% by 2018, and to 
focus more on the quality of services and increase 
awareness users of the importance and the role of 
smart services to facilitate their transactions and 
submission procedures are concessional.

The keenness of the Ministry of Interior periodically 
on the operational realities of electronic services 
evaluation according to government standards for 
the transition-mail or smart phone, and follow-up 
development and improve services plan within the 
international best practices, the definition of dealers, 
including the completion of a sophisticated service 
projects provide them with the time and effort to 
obtain.

It should be noted that the participation of the 
Ministry of Interior in GITEX 2015 contributed to a 
significant role in the benefit from the advantages 
offered by the exhibition, and the presence of 
partners from various government agencies and 
major international companies for the marketing 
of electronic services provided by the ministry to 
the dealers, praising the cooperation of the media 
and social networking sites and more than one 
language to facilitate access to services as much as 
possible of the reviewers smart and easy way, next 

to the development of indicators for measuring the 
performance of the services, according to government 
standards and various channels of service.

The mortgage service mortgage redemption for 
vehicles from the new electronic services through 
the completion of the electronic linking of banks at 
the state level, and finance companies and funding 
agencies for cars with the traffic and federal licensing 
system, pointing out that the action is going according 
to sophisticated and intelligent mechanism whereby 
been dispensed securities, and follow the modern 
style, adding that the Ministry of Interior›s website 
www.moi.gov.ae and the application of intelligent 
ministry UAE-MOI shares a significant role in easing 
the pressure on the service centers and the speed of 
completion of transactions.

The ministry made important strides over the 
administration and its various organs in the 
development of electronic services system; and 
convert strategic plans to the annual executive to 
provide intelligent services to customers 24 hours a 
day, and completed the interconnection congestion-
mail process through the development of traffic and 
federal licensing system, thereby contributing to the 
speed of completion of the reviewers transactions 
electronically from anywhere on the state level, 
without reference to the source of a driver›s license 
or property or residence, in addition to speed the 
completion of two-way transactions between public 
administrations for the police in the state, as was 
completed electronic link process with the RTA in 
Dubai, and the unification of the traffic system work.
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Traffic Safety is the responsibility of the Community
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Remember: You are responsible for your companions

«Saaed Association»
 invites motorcyclists to be

cautious during fog

Saaed Association for prevention of traffic 
accident  invite motorcyclists to attention and 
caution, during the formation of fog and low 
visibility to avoid accidents, with a stop in case of 
lack of vision. The conduct of those motorcycles 
on the roads is dangerous because there are clearly 
visible through the fog of motorists proportion to 
their small size.

Recommended helped companies and shops that 

provide Home to emphasize the cyclists operating 

domestic service association have a commitment 

to safety measures for the prevention of injuries 

resulting from accidents, wear allocated to alleviate 

injuries and protection protective clothing.

It is said that «helped Society» is implementing a 

number of lectures educational and awareness during 

fog and low visibility level.
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Do not speed up the death faster

Image inspired by reality

Enhance security and safety system in the U.A.E.

 «Wrong road crossing and phone 
 distraction doubles the probability of
 exposing your own life and the others

lives to danger»
«Security Media Lens»

'
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Speed is the main cause of most traffic accident

 Abu Dhabi Traffic
 warns of the
 danger of the use of
 child self-balancing
device on the roads

Self-balancing device

The danger of children playing in the streets should 
parents and families educate their children of the 
danger of playing paneled moving wheels that 
have sprung up recently in the state, it has some 
parents buy for their children and use Koab; despite 
the gravity and walk by between vehicles and do 
dangerous movements, leading to exposure to run-
over accidents.

The importance of play for children for fun and 

interest should not pose a danger to them by 
following the instructions and guidance of safety and 
choose devoted to children›s toys such as parks right 
places, allocated to it, squares, cities Sports deployed 
in the state, it also must wear protective clothing in 
recreational and sports that require it.

The keenness of the Directorate of Traffic to provide 
traffic children›s safety, and to prevent traffic 
accidents and training through lectures in the ethics 
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Speed insane crime against you and the right of others
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Do not drive your vehicle at high speed during fluctuating weather conditions

Abu Dhabi Traffic teach children the importance of security and safety conditions for the use of the self-balancing device

of traffic behavior, and provide them with traffic 
information about the rules down and ride out of the 
car or the bus, and the rules of crossing the road, and 
the correct way to sit in the car or school rims where 
those include programs to train them in self-care 
skills in order to avoid traffic accidents during road 
passing through their education and familiarize them 
with optical and traffic signals relating to drivers and 
pedestrians, and how to deal with it.

They must for parents not to allow their children to 
play the moving wheels that operate mechanically 
panels; compounding velocities and therefore 
dangerous and their use in the public streets, and 
places the conduct of cars, especially in the case of 
the inability of the children of familiarity with the 
different skills that will enable them to control.

The need to limit play animated wheels panels in 
gardens and parks only an urgent need, and here the 
role of parents comes the provision of traffic safety 
is not their children and protect them from traffic 

accidents which they are exposed as a result of 
dangerous games on the streets, stressing the need 
for families cooperation and parents with ADP to 
strengthen efforts to provide safety children, pointing 
out that the international organization for the 
prevention of road accidents discussed the suffering 
of the children of traffic accidents on the roads in the 
Third World week for Road Safety, which was held 
recently in Tunisia.

Should the parents, in the case allow their children 
to the acquisition of those games, only playing in the 
gardens and take the necessary safety and security 
precautions, which is to wear comfortable and 
appropriate clothing, and use the tools of prevention 
such as helmet, visor wrist, and condom knee, and 
condom elbow and the need to teach them skills 
basic to use and warn them from doing dangerous 
acrobatic movements, and used in all the right places. 
«internal»:
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Do not speed up the death faster

Image inspired by reality

Enhance security and safety system in the U.A.E.

 «Leaving a child alone behind the 
 wheel, without family supervision,

imminent danger»
«Security Media Lens»
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Be sure to use a special seat for your children inside the vehicle

 Fog affects the perception of
 drivers in 4 aspects

1. - Distorts the images to your speed. Because of 
the variance, you might think that a vehicle in front of 
you is going slower than it really is. This also applies 
to your speed as you will not be able to judge your 
speed on the basis that you cannot even see your 
surroundings!

2-If you are going in the fog, and we warn of speed 
while driving in the fog. Although the speed limit may 
be 20 km per hour, this does not mean that you have 
to walk so fast. In fact, it has been designed for driving 
the speed limit in ideal conditions. When the weather 
is good, so should a driver driving at a slower speed 
than usual.

.- It will have difficulty in distinguishing between the 
faces of fixed and moving one.

3 - More specifically, it will have difficulty determining 
between parked cars and the newly industrialized. This 
can easily lead to an accident if you were not careful.

Some motorists may make mistakes so that they 
instinctively ruled that the faint objects that are far 
from clear. Because fog reduces the contrast and 
obscures your view, is likely to make mistakes in 
judging the commander of the vehicle at a vehicle 
parked in front of him, or is it going, making it much 

more car accidents.

4. - The use of high-lights while driving in the fog 
because it helps in the lack of vision of the driver 
confrontation.

Tips to avoid car accident

As the fog makes driving conditions difficult on the 
road, there are ways in which to avoid a car accident 
in these circumstances.

 Take your time.

1.  In bad weather take your time. It is best to arrive 
late to your destination rather than rushing and 
causing a car accident.

2.  Use the special fog lamps, if possible. Most experts 
believe that the yellow or green lights reflect of light 
more than ordinary white lights.

3. move very cautiously. And leave the largest between 
you and the vehicle in front distance. Leadership is 
always slower than the speed limit whenever the 
weather conditions dictate to the driver›s driving less 
quickly.
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Cross road at the places of pedestrian crossing
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Your respect of traffic systems indicates your awareness and noble character

 Enhance preventive
actions during fog

Where the Traffic Directorate to implement a 
contingency plan to deal with traffic accidents during 
fog in coordination with civil defense and ambulance, 
and rescue supervise field on the functioning of traffic 
and transport the injured and the evacuation of the 
way of the affected vehicles, conduct traffic from 
other tracks in cases of traffic accidents.

And must drivers who drive their vehicles on the 
roads, especially areas that have experienced during 
previous periods constitute a fog density: (via Abu 
Dhabi, Dubai - Al Ain Abu Dhabi Road - Abu Dhabi 
Road Ghuwaifat - Alain via Dubai) to caution and 
reduce the speed of their vehicles, and continue 
driving cautiously as fast as fit ambient conditions, 

and adherence to leave sufficient safety distance and 
do not exceed other vehicles, and the use of low-lights 
bulbs in the vehicle.

Where the implementation of an integrated 
awareness plan through which to intensify broadcast 
awareness messages and warning drivers and 
dissemination of education patrols to promote social 
interaction with different age groups, especially the 
young ones through the media, and provide tips for 
drivers about safe driving techniques during the fog 
to avoid traffic accidents and the resulting deaths and 
injuries seriously.

She called the Directorate of Traffic and the media 
as part of a community partnership to disseminate 

Reinforced patrols Department of Central Operations at Abu Dhabi Police Traffic Directorate, 
preventive measures in the face of fog in order to preserve public safety, including the control 
intensify and prevent the movement of trucks and heavy vehicles and buses workers on the 
roads until cleared the fog, demanding motorists not to enter and walk on the roads in the city 
of Abu Dhabi, to while visibility and fog settled.
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Driving is art, taste and manners

Fog limits visibility

important awareness messages to drivers to raise the 
level of traffic culture and to avoid accidents such as 
adherence to cut speeds, leaving a safety distance and 
be careful not to overrun private and Skip during fog, 
and do not use warning signs four during fog, except in 
the case of downtime total or in the case of a danger 
on the road) In the case of lack of vision and initiative 
to bring the vehicles stopped in the right shoulder of 
the road at the nearest safe position and operation of 
the warning lights.

The drivers must not driving trucks and heavy 
equipment and violation of procedures during 
constitutes fog so as not exposed to traffic violations, 
pointing out that the Directorate shall take the 
necessary measures to ensure traffic safety in the 
case of the atmosphere that block visibility to less 
than 50 meters off the movement of traffic, especially 
buses and trucks, and all What threatens traffic safety, 
stressing the need for care and attention during the 
formation of fog.

Because of fog many car accidents annually. In 

that it limits the ability of the vehicle commander 

to see the cars and other objects on the road, so it 

must be very careful when driving in fog.

Fog and produces suspension of droplets of 

moisture in the air. When light hits the vehicle 

these drops, it divides the vision and lead to loss of 

contrast and be a dense white background vision.

When the thick fog it covers more distance on 

the road. As a result, the visibility for motorists 

to be very limited, and become the possibility of 

occurrence of car accidents is greater than usual.
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Traffic Safety is the responsibility of the Community

Getting Your Vehicle Ready for winter
Car Care Tips 

It’s foolhardy to head out in a poorly maintained 
vehicle in the dead of winter, of course, even vehicle 
owners in temperate zones need a car care 

“Regular, routine maintenance can help improve 
your gasoline mileage, reduce pollution, and catch 
minor problems before they become big headaches,” , 

 these car care tips to give you peace of mind during 
fall and winter driving:

Before you do anything else, read your owner’s 
manual and follow the manufacturer’s recommended 
service schedules.

Get engine performance and drive ability problems 
— hard starts, rough idling, stalling, diminished power, 
etc.  Cold weather makes existing problems worse.

Replace dirty filters, such as air, fuel, A poorly running 
engine is less efficient and burns more gasoline.

As the temperature drops below freezing, add a 
bottle of fuel deicer in your tank once a month to help 
keep moisture from freezing in the fuel line

Change your oil and oil filter as specified in your 
manual 

The cooling system should be flushed and refilled as 
recommended. The level, condition, and concentration 
of the coolant should be checked periodically. A 5050/ 
mix of antifreeze and water is usually recommended. 
Do-It-Yourselfers: Never remove the radiator cap until 
the engine has thoroughly cooled! The tightness and 
condition of drive belts, clamps, and hoses also should 
be checked regularly by a professional technician.

Replace old blades regularly. If your climate is harsh, 
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Dear Vehicle driver harness all efforts to reach the highest rates of rtraffic safety yourself

purchase rubber-clad (winter) 
blades to fight ice build-up. Stock 
up on windshield washer solvent 

Have your battery checked. The 
only accurate way to detect a 
weak battery is with professional 
equipment. However, most 
motorists can perform routine 
care: Wear eye protection 
and protective rubber gloves. 
Scrape away corrosion from 
posts and cable connections; 
clean all surfaces; retighten all 
connections. If battery caps 
are removable, check fluid level 
monthly. A word of caution: 
Removal of cables can cause 
damage or loss of data/codes on 
some newer vehicles, so always 
check your owner’s manual first. 
Be sure to avoid contact with 
corrosive deposits and battery 
acid.

 Inspect all lights and bulbs. Replace burned bulbs.

 exhaust fumes inside the cabin of your car can be 
deadly, so must exhaust repair immediately to avoid 
any problems of this kind

serious worn tires in a season Alhta.ajb checking tires 

to stay in good condition when driving the vehicle

 brake check the vehicle periodically to prevent 
expensive repairs that can be caused by negligence.

 neglect often leads to catastrophic failure. Can 
routine testing and changing fluids and oils in the 
vehicle to prevent the periods prescribed reforms is 
very expensive.
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Follow traffic men signals evidence of traffic awareness

Image inspired by reality

Enhance security and safety system in the U.A.E.

 «Sudden change during the course of the
 vehicle stopped at traffic lights lead to

 blocking traffic and posing a risk to the
driver and road users»

«Security Media Lens»
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Dear driver restrict traffic signals


